WHAT TO EXPECT NEXT
WEEK:


Reading and Math
Classes will continue



Swimming Days Pre-
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“First Week of Classes Under

Wrap”

K—1st Grade: Mondays and Wednesdays
2nd—5th grade:
Tuesdays and Thursdays


K– 1st Grade please
continue to bring in
paper towel and toilet
paper cardboard tubes.



2nd thru 5th grade Field
Trip: Skating; please
wear PREP shirt. The
cost will be $12 which
include skates and a
meal.

WEEK 2:
CLASSES
BEGAN
Classes Officially
Begin!

1

Teacher Spotlight 2

Dance and Jiu
Jitsu

3

Swimming

4

Spanish/STEM/
Sign Language

5

This
summer, students in first
through fourth grade
have the opportunity of
learning from TWO
teachers in the subjects:
reading/language arts
and mathematics.
Switching between the
two classes, students
now have the ability to
practice the skills that
they need for the fast
approaching school year.
Within the first
week, Pre-K learned
about the different places in which you can live.
They also learned how
the letters: A, B, C, D
and E look and sound.
Just a classroom over,
kindergarteners were
introduced to counting
objects, cardinality, au-

thor and illustrator, and grade
how to find key details
worked on division, using context
about a text.
clues to find the meaning of
First grade,
words, and learning new vocabulearned about number
lary.
bonds and solving word
These teachers have and
problems by using addiwill continue to provide rich
tion and subtraction
learning experiences. This inwith Eureka Math. In
reading, these students cludes hands on activities, making
learned about the short up songs, various learning games
and long vowel sounds, and enrichment videos. Pre-K
through the use of vide- thru Fifth grade should look forward to a fun filled, educational
os, puzzles, and music.
summer. The knowledge they
Traveling over to
acquire this summer at Prep
Prep 2, second grade
Learning Academy will equip
learned about the 5
them to handle any challenges
parts of a friendly letter,
they may face in the coming
making groups of ten,
school year.
and using number bonds
to add and subtract.
Meanwhile, third grade
worked on skip counting
and rounding; in reading
they worked on parts of
speech, theme, and narrative writing.
Fourth grade
worked on multiplicative
comparisons and their
multiplication facts. Fifth
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Teacher’s Spotlight
This year we have the joy of working
with eleven wonderful teachers in order to
prepare your children for their upcoming
school year. We would like to give you the
opportunity to get to know them. Each
week we will feature one or two teachers in
the Teacher’s Spotlight column. The teachers we are putting in the spotlight this week
are Ms. Candice Price and Ms.
Qwannekqua Norris
Our first teacher, Ms. Candice
Price, works with our first graders supporting them in reading. Ms. Price currently
serves as the Media Specialist working with
kindergarten through 5th grade at Alice
Coachman Elementary. She
has been teaching for fourteen years. She says, “I
have truly enjoyed working
with the kids in the PREP
program. They are very
bright students and highly
motivated.” Her favorite
teacher quote is “To be a
great teacher you don’t need the latest
technology, the cutest classroom, or the
newest outfit. What you
do need is a passion for
learning, and the heart to
love every student that enters your classroom.”

PREP ACADEMY OF LEARNING

Our second teacher, Ms. Qwannekqua
Norris, is our substitute teacher. However, this
week she has been supporting our third graders in
mathematics. Ms. Norris currently serves as a third
grade math teacher at Martin Luther King Jr. Elementary School. She has been teaching for eight
years. She believes that educators
play a vital role in helping students
exceed beyond their highest potential.
Through the utilization host of educational practices, educators help students take responsibility of their own
learning and enhance the process of
teaching. One size does not fit all in
education; therefore, it is critical to
differentiate instruction to meet the needs of learners.
She says, “I am overjoyed to
teach at a place that values education. It is a positive environment
that allows students to receive
remediation, and acceleration on
educational skills while having fun.
As an educator, it brings great
satisfaction seeing students smiling faces daily. It is evident they
are enjoying the PREP program.”
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Dance and Jiu Jitsu
What builds fitness, mental discipline, character development, and
self confidence? Dance and Jiu Jitsu!
This week a few students had the
privilege to participate in both activities.
During Jiu Jitsu, students
learned self-discipline and how to follow directions. They partnered up
and tried out a few moves on one
another. The students enjoyed themselves very much. Jesse Jackson, although nervous at first, came back
with a positive attitude saying, “I had
fun Ms. Buggs!”
A couple of our ladies enjoyed
a trip to the Dance Studio, where
they practiced the art of Ballet.
Through ballet the ladies learn how
to focus, how to multitask, and that
repetition and rehearsal leads to
mastery. The ladies practiced different
jumps and turns in front of mirrors.
Overall students seemed to have a
great time at class.
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Swimming
You don’t have to be an
Olympian to enjoy the benefits of swimming. It is an
effective way to improve and
maintain your fitness and
health regardless of your
age!
Students had the
opportunity this week to
begin lessons for swimming
at the YMCA. Pre-K— 1st
grade started their lessons
on Monday, with a swimming test. Students were

PSA: Students in
split into two groups, alterPre-K
1st
grade will have
nating between free-play and
lessons. 2nd—5th grade start- lessons on Mondays and
Wednesdays. While 2nded their lessons on Tuesday.
5th grade will be going
Students really enswimming on Tuesdays and
joyed their time at the pool
Thursdays. Please make
and definitely were worn out
sure your child wears their
after leaving. Please remind
swimming suit underneath
your children to not let the
their clothes, brings a
fear of the water or their
change of clothes, as well as
current inability to swim to
sunscreen and a towel.
stop them! The lessons that
they will be taking this summer will help them prepare
and become a better swimmer!

“ If it doesn’t
challenge you, it

doesn’t change
you. Swim
harder!”
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Spanish, STEAM, Sign Language and Art
During the afternoons
when students did not have
swimming lessons, students
participated in various activities
ranging from Spanish, STEAM,
STEM, and Sign Language.
In Spanish students
learned “Los Mandatos” which
were the rules they will follow
during their Spanish class. Stu-

Morgan Jones,
Kindergarten, signing the
letter B.

dents learned “los saludos”, the
different greetings in Espanol
including “Hola y Buenos dias!”
Students also played Simon Says
using Spanish commands.
For STEAM/STEM, the
upper grade level students created Slime. The younger students watched the story “ Jack
and the Giant Beanstalk,” and

worked in groups to create the highest beanstalk with notecards and
masking tape within a certain time
limit (2 minutes).
For sign language, students
learned how to sign the letters A and
B. Students learned about different
words that start with these letters
and how to spell those words using
sign language.

“We have the
opportunity
to create the
future and
decide what
that’s like.”

Ethan Santos,
Kindergarten, signing the
letter A.

